March 31, 1944
New Haven

Dear Bryant Lorraine:

I was very surprised to receive your Christmas greetings actually. Doubly so as it was addressed to Calabas, New Mexico and I left there one year ago so you see the story is good on the mail service.

Your name was in good but the rest of all was when I read the Ben Krake, my friend of Bryant usage, had been found.

Say, how come that great advices are sent here to stay awhile. The Bryant of course took to read with.

Oh, merciful heavens, that Scott Wood, the finding spot of Bryant should be turned into a grade chemist and the remained...
changed to Barnett Hill! Think of the glorious days
the Scott House used to have. Imagine the tradition
that's lost! The school could always expect
something new from the Scott House itself.

From your letter everything is changed around there. Was the trip quite to every day?
You are 1000 more & one half.

Now the news. Not much with me.
Naturally since I last wrote I've come across
had a little trouble getting here. Took three
months for the trip. Gramma Miller was 60 & 48
hours but we had to drive something go wrong
and be forced to stay on a little ranch
for miles long & a hundred yards wide.
Had to send 6 little for a park and the
were sent to every place. Finally got here.

Since I've found the occasion Rio
been on forty Charlie missions. Some
were stalled and some had a little
life to tell to teams.

My very best wishes to un
recognition much which & habit. I hold this being the biggest target around here. The
minutes broke one. Present wonders that a thing made thin.

What's the factual given supposed on ked? I doubted my original ones. The first
sight here. Had any one said, I heard a shouting in the ears and sensed first, even though
the boat loaded two miles nearer that was the last and the site recent to one.

Received any indication to post lieutenant in whole up. Right now we are in training
out of combat flying, on a much larger ship. I do

be hard we couldn't soon because that means getting up the enormous gradual and many
hours. I expect they remove.

Love this all. Hope you still enjoy the letter. I will send. Write again soon.

Sincerely